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Abstract—One of the difficult challenges in inter-enterprise
computing is aligning business transactions and technical
management of distributed transactions, especially in breach
situations. We propose and analyse a two-level business transac-
tion management framework that allows injection of business-
level concerns to the control processes of inter-enterprise trans-
actions. The two levels are associated with a) the metamodel
of the collaboration, captured in eContract governing the
collaboration, and b) the transactional interactions between col-
laboration member services. The two levels are bound together
to form a reflective model; while business level breaches to the
eContract can disturb the normal interactions, the metalevel
possesses processes for managing (rolling back, compensating,
ignoring, triggering ecosystem-level consequences) the failure
in manners that align with the business incentives. This
framework enables correctness, coherence and efficiency of
processing in open inter-enterprise environments, i.e., service
ecosystems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Along with the increased expectations on networked busi-

ness, enterprises face requirements on creating enterprise

computing environments capable of addressing the collabo-

ration needs. In our earlier work, we have introduced open

service ecosystems as such an environment, providing a

coherent architecture framework and facilities for shared

infrastructure services [1], [2], [3], [4]. Two key concepts

in open service ecosystems are those of

• inter-enterprise collaboration, which involves multiple

partners through their software-based business services

and their mutual interactions that are declared by a set

of associated business processes (that we call a business

network model, BNM); and

• eContract, which governs the inter-enterprise collabo-

ration and captures both business and technical level

aspects of control, as well the large-granule state infor-

mation about the collaboration (the dynamic eContract

agent provides the relevant context information for the

transactions).

In this context, we have studied how to improve the effi-

ciency and conceptual correctness of business transactions,

and have found many of the solutions applicable to other

business transaction frameworks as well.

One of the challenges in inter-enterprise computing is

aligning business transactions and technical management of

distributed transactions, especially in breach situations. The

challenges arise from several sources. First, in the global

business, each enterprise is autonomous, i.e. independent on

making decisions on its business partners, software portfolio,

and technology adoptions. This causes heterogeneity of

partners in the business sense as well as in technical choices.

Second, many transaction management systems provide so-

lutions for managing breach situations caused by partners

cancelling their activities or by technical failures to perform

the activities. Thus, the partners in business transactions

have limited ability to individually control and manage

the transaction operation. Third, transaction management

systems do not address the needs of being controlled by

regulatory systems.

Therefore, we aim for an effective business transaction

architecture in which autonomous partners control multi-

partner business transactions according to their

• private business-level enterprise policies,

• private trust and privacy-preservation decisions,

• perceived nonfunctional properties of the business

transaction in comparison to the collaboration contract,

• subjective choice of criteria for private decisions on

accepting the state of the collaboration, and

• jointly-made collaboration-wide decisions on whether

the transactions should be aborted and rolled back or

just abandoned, recovered by predetermined forward

recovery mechanisms, or should cause reorganisation

of the whole collaboration contract.

The solution proposed and analysed in this paper is a

two-level business transaction management framework that

allows injection of business-level concerns to the control

processes of inter-enterprise transactions. The two levels

presented are associated with a) the metalevel model of

the collaboration captured in the eContract governing the

collaboration, and b) the transactional interaction level be-

tween member services in the collaboration. The two lev-

els are bound together to form a reflective model: while

business-level breaches of the eContract can disturb normal

interactions, the metalevel holds processes for managing

(rolling back, compensating, ignoring, triggering ecosystem-

level consequences) the failure in manners that align with the

business incentives. This framework enables correctness, co-

herence and efficiency of processing in open, inter-enterprise

environments.



The remainder of this paper approaches the research

question of how to bring business control to transaction man-

agement in three steps. Section II provides an overview of

the reflective model and control processes involved, showing

what kind of decision-points participating enterprises have,

and how open service ecosystem founding services can be

utilised. As the research question has two distinct parts –

control processes and decision-making to choose from the

alternative control paths – both of these elements need their

appropriate research methods and considerations of related

work. Section III takes the discussion to a more technical-

level by discussing the breach management sequences in the

Pilarcos collaboration management lifecycles. This provides

the control framework for business transaction processing;

the framework has been formally modelled as Coloured

Petri Nets (CPN), which exercise shows that the protocol is

alive, deadlock-free, and feasible to implement. While the

process in Section III provides alternative behaviour routes

for different business situations, Section IV discusses the

mechanisms available for decision-making in enterprises in

these situations. It also discusses the available methods for

triggering strategy or trust consequences at the ecosystem

level. The paper is concluded with some contrasting reflec-

tions on related work and a summary of the contributions.

II. INJECTING BUSINESS CONCERNS TO BUSINESS

TRANSACTION MANAGEMENT

In the present inter-enterprise computing era, business

transactions take place between independent enterprises (or

organisations) in order to complete joint workflow or busi-

ness process with mutual incentives: creating value-added

services, creating return on investment, receiving a larger

share of the market, or fulfilling some business domain

need [5]. Instead of integrating enterprise computing systems

together for this goal, it has become more attractive to run

business transactions that temporarily involve a select set

of business transactions from different service providers [6].

Therefore, the focus has to be moved from technical inte-

gration of transaction systems to the management of cobe-

haviour of services within contract-governed service collab-

orations [1]. Cobehaviour refers to the externally detectable

exchange of messages between the services involved.

The following sections give our definition of the concept

business transaction, provide an overview of our business

transaction management system and its necessary function-

ality and two levels of transaction support, namely ACID

transactionality of eContract state across the managed busi-

ness transaction and subjective transactionality of interac-

tions at the level of selected business network.

A. Business transaction

We define a business transaction as a complex interaction

between multiple business services that

• strives to accomplish an explicitly shared business

objective, one that is potentially extended over a period

of time, or is of continuous nature;

• has clearly defined cobehaviour leading to this objective

in terms of exchange of information and behaviour

controls; that is, has

– mutually negotiated conditions of success in terms

of a change in the state of the business relationship;

this state change is restricted to relevant features

of the states of the business services involved; and

– mutually negotiated but subjectively detectable

breaches of the contracted cobehaviour;

• has clearly defined, mutually negotiated cobehaviour

for breach recovery for each identified class of contract

breaches.

Here, the term business service denotes a software-

supported service that is provisioned by an independent

enterprise, organisation, public agency, or even an individual.

The granularity of a business service is such that it becomes

relevant for creating collaborations between business service

providers for value-added activities. Further, with the choice

of subjective detection of breaches we want to emphasise

that each partner defines the rules for detecting an unac-

ceptable situation independently; some of these rules are

derived from the joint contract, but there is no obligation

to monitor all of the contract and no obligation not to react

a contractually valid but uncomfortable situation.

The above definition combines several contemporary def-

initions (e.g., [7], [8], [9]). It is also closely related to the

definition of community in the open distributed processing

reference model ODP RM [10], [11], and maps to our work

on inter-enterprise collaboration management within open

service ecosystems [4].

New elements in this definition include the expectation

of the business transaction to work across autonomous

decision-making domains and form a peer system where

each of the parties need to monitor its own concerns about

the fulfilment of the objective and occurrence of breaches

against its own interests. Furthermore, breach situations

cannot be solved bilaterally, but require the attention of all

the business transaction parties. In contrast to the above-

mentioned related work, the breach recovery process cannot

be embedded in the shared computing platform (as there is

no uniform platform) but needs to be explicitly contracted

before the business transaction is started. Furthermore, the

effects of the recovery can be more disruptive than the

related work items indicate.

We have identified two kinds of business concerns that

need to be injected to the business transaction management

mechanism. The first group comprises situations where

there is a need for changing the collaboration topology

or membership. Examples include trust changes and en-

terprise policy changes that cause the enterprise to drop



Figure 1. Reflective management of inter-enterprise business transactions.

off an existing collaboration. The second group comprises

situations where independent partners need to make private,

subjective decisions about the continuation of the transaction

and thus causing the choice of the appropriate alternative

in the transaction control processes. Examples include not

being able to provide ordered goods, provide agreed SLA

(service level agreement), or a client cancelling an order for

private reasons.

B. Business transaction management system overview

In this kind of design challenge where conceptual con-

sistency needs to be technically supported, the reflective

system pattern is useful: A reflective system [12] is a system

that can reason about its own structure, behaviour and state,

and furthermore, can act upon itself. For reasoning and

action-triggering, the system includes a causally connected

metalevel model of its own characteristics, making it able to

detect changes in itself or its environment, make decisions

based on that information, and change its own status or cre-

ate interaction with its environment. In the reflective model,

a system model provides a metamodel of the controlled

real system. The system model can be changed due to a)

requests by human administrators of an involved enterprise,

for example, or b) actions triggered by asynchronous events

arising from the underlying system. Changes in the system

model trigger management operations on the real system.

In reflective systems, this two-dimensional dependency is

termed causal connection.

The reflective business transaction management system is

depicted in Figure 1. The joint business-level concerns are

captured into the eContract agent that is used for reflective

management of a set of business services with subjective

decision-making capabilities in monitors. The eContract

comprises the business network model in use, partner infor-

mation derived through the service offers, contract policies

embedding regulatory rules as well, nonfunctional property

agreements, and technology requirements. Furthermore, the

eContract carries process models for known recovery cases.

At each partner, subjective decision-making rules can be

injected in part to the local monitors. These rules can

determine whether the local strategical policies are fulfilled

by following not only the eContract policies but also poten-

tially overriding local enterprise policies. These rules can

be formed to determine a locally acceptable ”sensible state

of affairs” from the business point of view. As monitors

are a potential performance bottleneck, the arbitration on

which triggers eventually are forwarded to the eContract is

performed as a separate, local step.

The potential changes of the eContract include changes

of the services involved and thus some of the technological

aspects involved, policies and nonfunctional property agree-

ments. Explicit operations on the eContract agent modify the

topology of the systems involved in the business transaction.

In these operations, the eContract agent must seek agreement

from all involved parties before transactionally committing

to the change. The operations of importance address the

establishing or termination of the collaboration, changes in

the membership or collaboration policies, and starting of a

selected breach recovery process. Agreement by the parties

involve private decisions on strategic commitments, trust on

the collaboration as a whole, and privacy needs.

In breach situations, triggered operations on the eContract

must address the transactional properties of the collabora-

tion: is the collaboration to be terminated, rolled back to

a previous consistent state in terms of business semantics,

or recovered forward to a next ”sensible business-semantics

state”. These recovery actions are not always strictly fol-

lowing ACID properties, but rely on a relaxed interpretation

where compensation operations, subjective acceptance of

a situation as ”sensible” based on pre-selected criteria for

the collaboration state, and ecosystem-level facilities like

reputation dissemination are effectively used.

In summary, the business transaction management system

provides two levels of transactionality: firstly, traditional

ACID transactionality over each eContract that governs an

inter-enterprise collaboration; and secondly, a relaxed trans-

actionality over the specific type of collaboration specified

by the eContract by the selected business network model.

The relaxation of ACID properties involves the following:

a) each partner can subjectively decide which information,

control, and nonfunctional property elements they monitor

and accept; b) each eContract has a selected business process

declared for the agreed compensation and recovery needs;



and c) the eContract state information can be used by each

partner to detect any orphaned inter-enterprise computing

requests that they can terminate as wasted effort.

We have to note that this business transaction manage-

ment activity takes place within a service ecosystem. The

ecosystem governance regulates the quality and validity

of the BNMs and eContracts, and collects feedback from

collaborations within the ecosystem for further improvement

purposes [1], [3], [4].

The above reflective model is easily mappable to the

Pilarcos open service ecosystem framework (further de-

tails [1], formalisation background in [4]) where ecosystem

infrastructure services facilitate the management of inter-

enterprise collaboration lifecycles. Essentially, the Pilarcos

open service ecosystem infrastructure agents include a) the

populator service that discovers sets of interoperable service

offers to fulfil a given business network model, and b)

eContracting and breach recovery support [1].

On an enterprise level, local support agents handle

decision-making tasks that cannot be outsourced from the

enterprise domain of control, such as contract negotiations,

policy enforcement, trusted monitoring and private risk anal-

ysis. In the context of this paper, automated contract nego-

tiations involve making choices between prepared templates

embedded in the business network models, and adjusting

parameters such as exact pricing [1].

Through local monitoring, the outcome of a transaction

produces experience information that is shared with other

actors in the ecosystem through reputation systems. The

shared information, in turn, affects the trust decision-making

in other enterprises on other transactions. In short, this

means that local events have an effect also beyond the

specific transaction where they occur.

C. eContract state changes

The eContract agent is responsible for maintaining the

collaboration lifecycle state changes and provide interfaces

for the model-level operations. Figure 2 illustrates the major

phases that are briefly described below.

The lifecycle starts with an initiator first picking an ex-

isting business network model from the available ecosystem

repository and asking the populator to either suggest service

offers that could fill the roles declared in the model or, if

the collaboration parties are already known, to check the

eContract proposal interoperability potential.

For a plausible eContract proposal, a negotiation round

is used to allow each partner to either accept or reject the

proposal, or to provide a counteroffer. Each partner utilises

local policies for decision-making on whether collaboration

is interesting, acceptable and worth the risk. In terms of

benefit, partners must evaluate their incentives to participate

in a collaboration; whether it provides monetary gains or

better networking, for example, and ensure that the proposed

collaboration model is in alignment with the goals of the

Figure 2. Lifecycle of inter-enterprise collaborations.

enterprise. For acceptability, the shared business process

must not violate local policies, which override negotiated

contracts in conflict situations. Furthermore, trust decisions

are made to evaluate whether a given action is worth the

estimated risk [13]. The risk estimate is based on experience

information on the outcomes of earlier collaborations with

the suggested partners. As first-hand experiences are not

always available, experiences are shared through reputation

systems [13].

When all partners agree, the eContract is passed on to the

next phase where all partners receive a copy of the eContract

agreed upon. Rejection of an eContract proposal terminates

the collaboration. A third option is that one of the partners

propose an alternative contract.

The establishment of the eContract at each organisation

involves deduction of locally binding policies from the con-

tract, deciding on which ones are to be monitored, and set-

ting up monitors to control eContract-based policies as well

as local enterprise policies. the eContract copies can be held

by each organisation’s local business network management

agents (BNMAs). Once this local management structure is

set up, it technically realises the behaviour demanded in the

local copies of the contracts with the help of local services.

After picking these services, communication endpoints need

to be created to allow communication channels to be bound.

The above-mentioned steps of collaboration establishment

involve, at each partner, the enrollment of local management

structures, as shown in Figure 3. The eContract acts as a

coordinating agent for the respective local copies. The local

copies each have a set of policies assigned that govern local

service behaviour. The additionally assigned monitors check

for local behaviour compliance and the BNMA ensures

compliance within the collaboration. Finally, the prepare

stage populates the lowest technical level with matching

services and corresponding endpoints for communication

channels. For dismantling, the terminate stage removes the

entire management structure step by step without leaving

behind a disorderly state of the business semantics, orphan

processes or database entries.



Figure 3. Local management structures.

During the collaboration enactment phase (i.e., opera-

tional phase), a total termination, partner replacement, or

policy violation can be triggered by any of the local moni-

tors.

Further elaboration of the business process control pro-

cesses are discussed next in Section III. The discussion

includes technical level efficiency discussions on abandoned

computations. The subjective detection of breaches, and

decision-making logic on strategy, trust and privacy reasons

are elaborated in Section IV.

III. BUSINESS TRANSACTION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

For the construction of the business transaction model

and ecosystem framework, our work has had three threads.

First, we have constructed prototypes of the ecosystem

infrastructure services that facilitate the state changes of

eContracts [1]; processes were informally mapped to trans-

action management processes. Second, we have created a

formal model of the processes controlling each collaboration

on the structural level [14], as is described in this section;

interleaving with this structure controlling work, subjective

decision-making algorithms are discussed in the subsequent

sections. Third, the ecosystem metamodel framework has

been created to ensure that the information artefacts manipu-

lated by the control processes meet the needs of engineering

and collaboration governance, and are manageable by the

ecosystem infrastructure services [2], [3].

For the model formalisation, we chose Coloured Petri

Nets (CPN) [15], a language for design, specification, simu-

lation and verification of systems. CPN has a graphical rep-

resentation with a set of modules, each containing a network

of places, transitions and arcs. The modules interact through

well-defined interfaces. Places may hold multiple tokens that

carry colour, i.e., attributes with values. Transitions fire when

all input places hold the required sets of tokens and produce

condition-adhering tokens into output places.

In this paper, we focus on only two CPN-models that

cover enactment, rollbacks and termination, while the for-

malisation of the full lifecycle can be found in [14]. The

utilised data-flow tokens are briefly shown before the process

models.

A. Data flow

For the formalisation, the data elements of the overall

lifecycle were declared for all refinement levels. Figure 4

level CPN-module token color description type

sO service offer that matches a service type

sOs service offer source for communication channel est.

sOt service offer target for communication channel est.

pA partner of an eCommunity

rO role a partner can fill

eC eCommunity identification

eCo

eContract based on which partners of an eCommunity 

transact

n,r,k,p,l,q,s counter variables

assigned service offer assigned to a role

processed partner prepared for eContract counteroffer re-distribution

decision for negotiated contract proposal (agree|disagree|counter)

outcome

input for eCommunity continuation or termination 

(agree|disagree|counter)

bNM business network model that gets populated

m counter variable

sT service type required for BNM role

3 populate ch channel of communication between services integer

rOs role source for communication channel establishment

rOt role target for communication channel establishment

4

contract 

extraction spec specification of extracted eContract
string

result

whether all eCommunity partners agree on an eContract 

proposal or not

distributed contract distributed to partner

z counter variable

eCo_new new eContract from a counteroffer to be negotiated

bnma business network model agent

sE_l local service of a respective eCommunity member

mO

monitor for observing policy adherance of eCommunity 

partners

sE electronic service that is enacted

lp local policy extracted from a local contract copy

lpnr counter of local policies

s,x counter variables

lC

local contract for respective eCommunity partners 

extracted from the eContract that coordinates the first

insert service inserting to local contract

extracted instances of contract copies for negotiation

errorID error identity integer

error error for synchronizing main contract and local copies boolean

5 prepare eP published endpoint for allowing services to communicate integer

prepErr

preparation error in the context of assigning an electronic 

service to a service offer

assignErr

assignment error in the actual assignment of an electronic 

service to a service offer

sEr

service error related to concrete electronic servce, e.g., 

deadlock

4 operate tc

termination criteria, either full for eCommunity or partial 

for disruptive partner change that rolls back to a 

negotiation stage integer

5 enact startErr start error when a stopped service is re-started again integer

6

policy service 

removal pAnr number of partners integer

vl

local vote for replacing a policy-violating partner or 

reconciling 

lp1 another local policy

vote

for policy violation of partner to leave or stay in 

eCommunity
string

4

nondisruptively 

choose pA_new new partner to replace one who violated a policy integer

4
nondisruptively 

manage

integer

4
contract 

establishment
boolean

5
governance 

distribution

6
preparation 

error
integer

4 disagreeing integer

2 perform integer

4
interoperability 

checking
integer

4
agreement 

finalizing
boolean

1
eCommunity 

lifecycle

integer

boolean

string

2 create integer

Figure 4. Acronyms, names and descriptions of token colours.



lists relevant token colours [14] with their hierarchic service-

refinement availability mentioned in the left column (1 for

the top level and 6 for the most detailed refinement). Token

colours are present for all lower but not for any higher CPN-

refinement-hierarchy levels. The fourth column explains the

purpose of a token colour for a lifecycle. The integer-type

tokens mostly represent an identification number and string-

type tokens are either eContract negotiation outcomes or

eContract proposals. Boolean-type tokens represent decision

points in the lifecycle.

B. Process formalisations

The first key CPN-module depicted in Figure 5 formalises

eContract enactment and triggering of alternate recovery

and termination processes. Here, the tokens representing

the business services in the collaboration (i.e., filling the

roles in the eContract), gather into the central state enacting

services. We assume that these services are well formed and

thus discrete business-process specifications with a unique

start state and tasks relating to each other in sequences

or parallelisms that lead to a unique end state. Respective

services may stop for a period of time and restart again for

enactment.

To perpetually enact respective services requires the in-

volvement of the related BNMAs, monitors and policies.

These local management structures come into existence by

the service governance distribution that is not shown here.

Each independent monitor raises a violation trigger when it

detects a failure to adhere to the agreed policies, behaviour

or service-level agreement. Examples of common failures to

detect include nonresponsive systems.

The second model covers breach recovery, as shown

in Figure 6. When a collaboration behaviour violates the

eContract policies, the corresponding violation assessment

is triggered, and thus enables alternative recovery scenarios

that may either be disruptive or non-disruptive. The enact-

ment stage may trigger either disruptive or non-disruptive

business-semantics rollback and compensation steps for pol-

icy violations and partner changes.

Termination of an enactment is either partial or complete:

In the case of total termination, the local management

structures are stepwise dismantled and the lifecycle of the

transacting collaboration is brought to its final logging state.

Partial termination performs a subset-dismantling of the

local management structures and rolls the collaboration iden-

tification back to the negotiation phase where the partners

of a collaboration may populate roles differently. Besides

the total termination, also rollback processes use the partial

termination module.

Disruptively reset contract proposal and service offers

uses the collaboration identification from the enact-service

of Figure 5. This simultaneously triggers a partial termi-

nation after which the collaboration identification enters a

re-enabled negotiation. Before the negotiation starts, it is

necessary to reset the service offers for extracting contract

proposals for each partner. When a re-negotiation begins, the

same populated business network model is the foundation for

the disruptively rolled back collaboration identification.

The module labelled disruptively choose replace contract

partner consists of two parts. One part removes the local

management structures and enables selection of the new

partner. The second part, nondisruptively change local con-

tract reinserts the new local contract with renewed identifi-

cation keys. As a modification trigger, we consider, e.g., a

minor change in the business environment of the party that

is not significant enough to justify entirely newly created

local management structures.

In nondisruptively manage policy violation, the first pro-

cedure is a vote about the severity of the violation. At

present, the formalisation assumes a randomly chosen vote

to determine the response. If the collaboration ignores the

policy violation because of its insignificance, the token rep-

resenting the violated policy and the related service are input

for resuming the eContract enactment. The collaboration

may also decide to either disruptively or non-disruptively

replace a partner, as described above. The final option is

to vote that the violation to be desirable, because of an

unpredicted change of the collaboration environment that

results in a ”pragmatic” violation, for example. Thus, the

response is to replace the unsuitable local policy. Finally,

the collaboration agrees to reconcile the committed policy

violation, e.g., a warning issuance for the concerned party

to not repeat a violation.

C. Model-checking results

We used CPN Tools1 for the modelling and subsequent

correctness and performance checking, especially on aspects

relevant for system developers:

• reachability of CPN-module end states in manual or

fully automated simulation token games (as state explo-

sion makes full computational verification challenging

for this size of models);

• detection of loops as they are a potential source of

livelocks that prevent desired termination reachability;

loops require specific attention with respect to effective-

ness of exit conditions, such as elements of business-

level policy control (Section IV);

• performance peaks during runtime either for the design

of sufficient resources or for restricting the load with

business-level policy control (Section IV);

• full system utilisation for ensuring that each part of the

modelled system actually is used in some scenario; and

• consistent termination, i.e., consistent home markings

that ensure simple testing of a real system.

The model-checking results (Figure 7) we generate by

focusing on CPN-modules where the generated state-space

1http://cpntools.org/
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Figure 5. Enacting an eContract and triggering collaboration recovery or a termination (enact).
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Figure 6. Options for rolling back violations in an eContract enactment (business-semantics rollback).



is computationally feasible to analyze automatically. The

results are grouped into modules within which only atomic

transitions take place. For the negotiate-service there are

three separate outcomes. Either all collaboration partners

agree on a contract proposal, or a counteroffer is newly

negotiated, or one partner disagrees entirely and terminates

the proposal. For model checking, we separately generate

results where only one respective outcome option is enabled

and two remaining options disabled.

Loops exist in the services for contract negotiation and

enactment. The contract negotiation loop is self-restricting in

nature, as it only walks though the collaboration partners one

by one. However, finalisation of the negotiation comprises

loops, because a counteroffer triggers a restart. To limit these

logically infinite loops, the prototype realisations provide

resource-limiting parametrisation for partners to limit the

loop [16]. The enactment loop occurs for repeatedly stopping

and starting the enactment of a service until either an ex-

ception occurs or the overall enactment enters a termination

phase. The test results for remaining services in Figure 7

show they do not contain loops.

Performance peaks represent places in the system that are

pontential performance bottlenecks, as they require peaks in

computing power. Peaks exist in all but the services BNM

selection and terminate. For the populate-service, peaks

occur not only for populating roles but also for checking

if channel requirements and data-semantics match. Again,

the populator prototype has resource policy guidance for

limiting these peaks, in order to avoid denial-of-service

attacks, for example [16].

For all three negotiate cases, peaks are visible due

to counteroffers and negotiation finalisation. Also modules

for governance distribution and extraction of policies are

demanding, as well as preparation-service that assigns

local services, their endpoints and communication channels.

All these elements are effectively dependent on the amount

of populations and negotiations performed, and therefore,

stay limited.

While no tested service has any home marking, the model-

checking results for dead markings differ. Having multiple

dead markings and no home markings means that the testing

of implementations is more time and resource intensive as

only a big number of test cases ensure correctness. With

respect to utilisation tests, the results show that there were

no unintentionally unused subsets of the models; in Figure 7,

entries yes* indicate that a subset of the CPN-module was

intentionally disabled as an available runtime path to manage

state-space explosion issues or for allowing an analysis to

focus on specific enactment paths.

IV. SUBJECTIVE DECISION POINTS AND

ECOSYSTEM-LEVEL CONSEQUENCES

The above-discussed CPN-models include important

decision-points where, by design choice, the actual decision

Service Loops Performance peaks Utilization Homemarking Dead marking

BNM selection no evenly balanced yes no multiple

populate no

populating roles, 

interoperability checking yes no no
negotiate with 

forced agreement yes

contract extraction, agreement 

finalizing yes* no multiple

negotiate with 

forced counteroffer yes

contract extraction, distribute 

eContract to partners yes* no no
negotiate with 

forced disagree yes

contract extraction, agreement 

finalizing yes* no multiple
governance 

distribution and 

extraction no extraction of local policies yes* no multiple

prepare no

assign service, create service 

endpoint, publish endpoint, 

check if service operational yes* no multiple

enact yes enact service, report start error yes* no multiple

terminate no evenly balanced yes no multiple

Model property

n
e
g

o
ti

a
te

Figure 7. Results from model checking.

rules are not specified: the business transaction manage-

ment system allows subjective business-level decisions and

technical control according to enterprises’ private policies.

Below, the injection of subjective decision-making facilities

is briefly discussed. Furthermore, ecosystem-level effects

from all business transactions is discussed as an essential

addition to the model.

The enterprise-level decision-making points form two

axes: on one hand, the targets of decisions made depend

on what stage the collaboration is in its life cycle. On the

other hand, the types of decision policies form a hierarchy

of three levels: whether an action is interesting, acceptable

and worth the risk.

In the population phase, the business network initiator first

selects the type of business network model based on what

kinds of business are in its field of interest. It may also

perform static analysis on whether the transactions specified

in a business network model are in immediate conflict with

its local policies relating e.g. to the privacy of sensitive

information. For example, local policy may require that

customer credit card information is not passed unencrypted

to other collaboration roles than the payment handler. Once

the populator has produced a set of eContract proposals with

the roles populated with service offers, the initiator makes

a trust decision on which proposal it will start negotiations,

based on a reputation-dependent risk analysis.

In the negotiation phase, all actors make their local trust

decisions on whether the proposed collaboration, possibly

with suggested changes, is similarly interesting, acceptable

and worth the risk. If all accept the contract, the collabora-

tion can be set up.

During the operational phase, actors must dynamically

determine when an action allowed by the eContract is

violating higher-priority local policies, which would make

the action unacceptable. A privacy policy and the eContract

may both allow, for example, that a partner can make

queries to get information on specific customers of the

enterprise, while access to the full customer database is

locally protected with a limit of a specific number of queries



within a given time window. They also privately monitor

the behaviour of other actors towards themselves, producing

experience information that is stored locally and shared

through reputation systems. This information feeds back,

through the ecosystem facilities, to later trust decisions on

whether the collaboration continues to be worth the risk; the

decisions are made whenever new resources are committed

to the collaboration. A logistics service provider may accept

the general pattern of delivering goods as a part of a given

collaboration, for example, but if it finds that payments for

its service do not arrive on time, it may refuse to commit

additional transport capacity into a new delivery order if it

is better used elsewhere.

On the ecosystem level, the main goal is to enable quality

control and evolution of the ecosystem as a whole. Indeed,

if a service or business network model constantly cause

recovery needs in collaborations, the ecosystem knowledge

should be accumulated to trigger corrections or restricting

the advocating of untrustworthy partners.

Feedback from specific collaborations to the ecosystem

emerges in two major forms: feedback directed at actors,

and feedback directed at collaboration models, BNMs. On

one hand, collaborators provide feedback on each others’

behaviour in the form of shared reputation information.

This is stored and disseminated through reputation systems,

which help establish peer-based control in the ecosystem

by punishing misbehaviour through reputation loss, which

in turn affects the misbehaving actor’s chances at being

selected as a partner in further collaborations [13].

On the other hand, the outcomes of entire collaborations

reflect on the collaboration models used by them, and

detected shortcomings direct the evolution of the collabo-

ration models. These shortcomings can include altogether

missing collaboration patterns, for example, or problems in

specific models, such as structural privacy issues in business

processes demanding sensitive information to be shared, but

not applying adequate protection measures to support it.

Put together, the infrastructure services reduce the cost

of establishing and running inter-enterprise collaborations

within the ecosystem, and provide support for distributed

governance through ecosystem-wide processes for e.g. dis-

seminating reputation information.

V. RELATED WORK REFLECTIONS

Related work for our business transaction management

concepts is found in very different domains, ranging from

traditional transaction management systems adapted to SOA

architectures to those of developments on service ecosystem

domain.

When we consider the business transaction lifecycle and

the recovery processes for it, the formalised model gives

a solution that resembles on the highest level a Saga [17]

transaction that is based on compensation mechanisms of

chained transactions. Sagas divide a long lasting transac-

tion into sequentially executed relaxed sub-transactions with

ACID properties to meet the needs of business semantics in

inter-enterprise collaboration.

However, our eventual goal includes support for develop-

ing new recovery and compensation models for new business

network models. These additional models are dependent

on the business network model properties, such as the use

of stateless services, invariants involved, and external side-

effects of the processing. At present, only the infrastructure-

supported general recovery modes have been modelled, but

these design-specific alternative recovery collaborations are

further elaborated in our metamodelling framework [18].

In this era of independent organisations involved with

shared business transactions, many frameworks relax the

ACID properties of transactions because of the autonomy of

partners (for example, those surveyed in [19]). Our solution

resembles to some extent the Delta Grid approach [19]:

a) use of assurance points (in Pilarcos: epochs or tasks)

for reached secure states of the collaboration, b) use of

abstract model for defining the collaboration, c) each partner

in the collaboration monitoring user- or designer-defined,

contracted invariants as no locking is appropriate, and d)

utilising domains of processing together with local recovery

that can be escalated to more collaboration-wide processing.

In related work, ecosystem-level considerations arise in

the field of inter-enterprise trust management [13], but they

have so far not been connected into business transaction

management frameworks. TrustCoM, for example, monitors

the virtual organisation members’ adherence to service level

agreements, and reports the experiences to a reputation

system [20].

VI. CONCLUSION

We have investigated a way of injecting business concerns

into the management of inter-enterprise business transac-

tions. Our proposal continues our earlier work on open

service ecosystem by adapting the ecosystem infrastructure

services to facilitate state changes in the eContract lifecycle.

The proposal extends our work by formalising the generic

recovery processes while still leaving space for business

network model-specific alternatives. Moreover, the formal

model includes decision-making points at which enterprise

policies and local decision-making processes enable each

partner to direct the eContract lifecycle. These subjective

decision-points allow injection of strategical decisions, as

well as decisions based on trust management and privacy

preservation. For monitoring the progress of the joint busi-

ness transaction, each partner can use self-selected accep-

tance criteria. This relaxes the normal ACID properties

significantly, allowing each partner to protect their resources

and assets as closely as they feel necessary. The relaxation

also helps to encapsulate the heterogeneity of information

and service models that takes place across partners.



The design contributes to the correctness, coherence and

efficiency of business transactions in several ways. First,

the correctness is facilitated by protecting ACID properties

of the eContracts themselves, while the eContract contents

embeds dynamic correctness invariants [4] for the collab-

oration. Coherence and alignment with business needs in

each involved enterprise or organisation is supported by the

two-level reflective model that allows private policies and

decision-making to be utilised within the framework. The

efficiency is supported by allowing each involved party to

judge, based on the eContract state information, when a

processing has been abandoned by its clients, thus enabling

effective resource management.

A significant difference to other business transaction

management techniques is the use of the ecosystem level

for a dynamic source on shared collaboration information.

More importantly, the ecosystem is seen as a target to which

experience information on the behaviour of partners, services

and business network models is reported. This supports

the healthy evolution of the ecosystem as a whole, and

thus makes the ecosystem-based business transactions more

dependable.
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